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“Insurance pricing has been increasing globally this year, 
with rates in the London market hardening in a way 
which has not been seen for over twenty years. Latin 
American buyers need to be aware that this will impact 
them along with everyone else.”

“The long-term outlook for international reinsurers 
is better than it has been for some time in the 
LatAm region, even though it may take the rest of 
2021 for local corporate buyers to recover from 
the impacts of the pandemic.”

“Latin American brokers are seeing an 
increase in focus on international cyber 
solutions as the severity and frequency 
of cyber threats increases”
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With rates hardening, the London market faces both opportunities 
and challenges in Latin America. As buyers in the region combat 
local economic difficulties and pandemic-specific risks, the 
demand for better and better-priced products has surged. 

1. INTRODUCTION
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One notable development has seen local brokers 
putting together in-country consortia to cover some 
larger risks, reducing their reliance on London. But the 
need for international cyber and financial lines cover 
is growing on a steady trajectory. Claims continue to 
spike in cyber, with ransomware being the most noted 
‘problem child’, causing prices to be steeper than the 
broader class. These lines are seeing decreased local 
capacity, creating a growing need to look to London 
for its expertise and appetite in these areas. 

The link between these two regions is strengthening, 
and it is now more relevant than ever to examine what 
each market needs to know about the other to help 
trade flow more smoothly. We have brought together 
views from Latin American experts both in-country and 
in London, along with our own insights as a specialist 
broker dealing with both regions, to publish the 
following report.

Regardless of what the market holds, or whether you 
are based in London or in Latin America, we look 
forward to working with you to place complex financial 
lines, D&O and cyber risks in the coming year.

Manuel Sicard 
Senior Broker, Latin America

Max Carter 
CEO, New Dawn Risk 
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Economic overview 

Latin America has been a region of two halves, with the terrible economic performances 
of some countries (Argentina, Venezuela) being balanced out by steady GDP growth 
in Brazil, Mexico and Chile, among others (in spite of the presence of a radical socialist 
president in Mexico for the past four years). 

In 2020, the playing field was levelled, and not in a positive way, by the devastating 
impacts of covid in South America, and particularly in Brazil. The economic downturn 
resulting from the pandemic has undoubtedly had a negative impact on insurance 
buying across the region. Bankers Blanket Bond (BBB), for example, has seen pricing 
heavily affected by the number of employees at a company. Increases in unemployment 
due to Covid-19 related redundancies bring an immediate reduction in need. 

Recovery does look to be on the horizon for some countries (see country-by-country 
economic snapshots), but 2021 may well be a year of ‘building back’, rather than any 

actual year-on-year growth.

2. LEARNING ABOUT
THE LATIN AMERICAN
MARKETS
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Country-by-country economic snapshots

ARGENTINA

The change in government in 
December 2019, combined with long-
standing poor economic performance 

exacerbated by the Covid-19 pandemic, means that 
Argentina presents a complex risk environment. A history 
of debt defaults has left Argentina with limited access to 
international lending markets, and the government has 
resorted to printing money to support those affected 
by the pandemic. So much was printed in 2020 that the 
government had to contract money-printing presses in 
Brazil and Spain, as all of Argentina’s were working 24 
hours a day; inflation rose by 4% in January alone.

With these economic problems unresolved and 
unemployment standing at around 28 percent, the 
outlook for the whole economy in Argentina is uncertain, 
and corporate insurance buying cannot clearly be 
predicted amidst the chaos. However, D&O and cyber 
risk remain big concerns for corporates and, without a 
strong local insurance market, they will continue to turn 
to London for solutions, even if the number of buyers is 

likely to contract in 2021.

MEXICO

Mexico’s economy has suffered for the 
last four years from the challenges of a 
radical socialist president who has been 

allowed his head by a compliant Congress and judiciary. 
However, elections to Congress this year will provide 
an opportunity to restore some balance to government 
and may halt attempts to bring the judiciary under 
presidential control. 

Meanwhile, although the pandemic caused suffering 
and economic stagnation in 2020, the insurance market 
continued to grow, partly driven by increased interest in 
health cover. In 2021, we expect demand by corporates 
for both financial lines and D&O cover to remain strong, 
with corporate demand for cyber cover growing most 
strongly of all.

Mexico’s local brokers sometimes find working with 
London challenging, as do all markets in Latin America, 
citing the different approach and the prices charged by 
London insurers. However, without enough capacity locally 

or in Miami, they continue to value their links with London.

COLOMBIA

Colombia’s economy is beginning to 
pick up momentum again and grew 
2.9% in the first quarter of 2021 alone. 

However, a turn-around is needed for a full recovery, as 
the pandemic triggered high rates of unemployment, 
currency depreciation and low interest rates. The current 
state of unrest across the country makes the outlook 
even more unclear, as protests against increased taxes 
and a controversial healthcare reform bill have been 
ongoing since late April, and tensions are high.

Corporate insurance buyers in Colombia, as in Mexico, 
are looking to buy more cyber, and prices are high, 
with renewals running at 25-50% increase in pricing; 
and availability limited. Local teams look to London to 
solve their cyber capacity problems and are sometimes 
frustrated at the lack of solutions that they find in the 
London market. Opportunities exist here for reinsurers 
who are willing to help solve these problems.

BRAZIL

Despite the pandemic, Brazil’s 
economy recovered strongly at the end 
of 2020 and GDP is expected to reach 

3.7% in 2021. However, the rapid return to normality in 
the region is not without a price, and the high level of 
infections and deaths resulting from the government’s 
lack of enforced restrictions is now being met with 
nationwide protests against the President. As the people 
continue to demand a response from the government, 
the outlook for the nation becomes ever less certain.

Brazil’s insurance regulator, SUSEP, made huge strides to 
stimulate sector growth in 2020 through the promotion 
of new rules for the Brazilian market. These recently 
published resolutions should increase healthy competition 
and enhance product offerings to the sector. They also 
allow increased international participation in the market for 
international reinsurers, which can only be a good thing. 

In terms of insurance buying specifics, local brokers 
in Brazil note that clients are currently most interested 
in cyber and financial lines coverages. Given that both 
lines depend on London markets, pricing is moving 
higher (40% to 60%) for large risks. For D&O and cyber 
specifically, reinsurance prices are currently seeing the 
impact of the hard market that London faces.
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Rising rates present 
a challenge

Buyers in all insurance markets across Latin America are 
struggling with rising rates. Local brokers are gaining 
ground, and interest in solutions from local carriers has 
recently spiked. While they can be cost-effective, in-
country insurers do not always have capacity to cover 
a risk alone. As a result, some consortia have been put 
together, with several companies joining forces to take 
on the large corporate financial lines risks. 

Governments in Latin America do not allow foreign 
insurers to participate directly in the market, and there will 
always be an important role for international, Lloyd’s and 
London market brokers to provide essential capacity for 
Latin America. At present the London market continues 
to hold enough cards to attract buyers. How long this 
situation will last is hard to tell. If local expertise and 
capacity were to build, and receive support from the right 
reinsurers, the London market could well find its position 
eroded over the next two years, and this is certainly a point 
for the London reinsurers to watch. 

CYBER 

On a more positive note, Latin American brokers are 
seeing an increase in focus on international cyber 
solutions as the severity and frequency of cyber threats 
increases. Companies in the region are not all high-tech 
and often do not have the controls required to defend 
themselves against potential cyber threats. As a result, 
some insurers are not willing to underwrite the risk.

“Rates are very high, the 
solution we are facing is that 
the retail brokers are keen to do 
coinsurance businesses, with 
different insurance companies 

participating in the same risk 
instead of buying reinsurance.”
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Structural concerns 

London does however present challenges for Latin 
American brokers. One respondent to our survey 
commented that “knowledge of local conditions” 
was sometimes lacking in the London market and 
“interaction could be difficult”. There is a general belief 
that London has been less responsive since the Covid 
lockdown (in terms of both time and support), and this 
has had a negative impact on buyer sentiment.

Even though the London market is perceived to have 
responded poorly to the challenges of the past year, 
no substantial shift in business towards local insurers 
or Miami has yet occurred. It is to London’s advantage 
that wordings and policy conditions available locally 
remain unfavourable, while Miami has suffered many of 
the same response issues as London, despite being in a 
better time zone to do business with Latin America. 

2021 is the year when London must focus on correcting 
some of the service gaps – particularly in terms of slow 
responses to requests and ensuring that international 
insurers remain the preferred option. If the basics of 
service are taken in hand, business will continue to flow 
because of lack of capacity locally and the expertise the 
London has with complex risks.

“Higher rates and price from 
Lloyd's markets are a key issue. 
The regional market can do 

business at lower rates, but at 
poor or limited conditions.”

Maria Cecilia Spada Iturmendi 
Managing Director, Tysers Argentina 
Corredores de Reaseguros S.A.
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Insurance pricing has been increasing globally this year, with rates 
in the London market hardening in a way which has not been 
seen for over twenty years. Latin American buyers need to be 
aware that this will impact them along with everyone else. 

In financial lines, the level of increases should not come as a 
complete shock to most buyers, as financial lines rates have 
been rising between 5-10% year-on-year for some time, with 
some sub-classes increasing at a higher rate depending on 
perceived risk.Some classes of cover are under more pressure 
than others, but the preference of some Latin American buyers for 
combined policies means that these price increases are sometime 
‘averaged out’.

3. LEARNING ABOUT THE
LONDON MARKET
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PROFESSIONAL INDEMNITY

Professional indemnity is the ‘steady man’ of financial 
lines at present. Although prices are hardening, there is 
none of the drama of cyber (where strong demand is 
bringing capacity shortages) or D&O (where price rises 
have been stratospheric around the world). Buyers can 
expect to see consistency from the London market, 
rate rises of ‘just’ 5-10%, and the continuation of a long 
tradition of global expertise applied to their needs.

BBB (BANKERS BLANKET BOND)

With lower appetite and capacity available from the 
London Market, limits over 25M USD will be more 
difficult to complete for Bankers Blanket Bond. Even 
with a few new MGA’s opening, and overall willingness 
in the region, we can expect premium increases 
between 15-20%. The ever-popular Long Term 
Agreement discounts are not likely to be extended to 
new business and renewals and Claim Bonuses will likely 
only be offered for primary layers. Deductible increases 
are also to be expected as 2021 progresses.

D&O

Covid-19 has, of course, had a substantial impact 
on pricing in D&O, creating a “double whammy” in 
an already increasing market. The problems in D&O 
had been building for some time, and one insurer 
commented that the coronavirus was the final straw for 
D&O rates rather than the key factor, which he noted 
as “hardening due to years of underpricing, claims 
developments and now Covid”. This, of course, means 
that prices will not simply soften again once the threat 
of Covid is gone. Other factors are at play, and these are 
unlikely to unwind in the short term. 

London has led in terms of a hardening market, 
but many others are now catching up. It is not just 
rates that are affected, but a drastic reduction in 
deployed capacity, increased retentions and reduced 
commissions – all making the renewal process that 
much more challenging. Globally, insureds are seeing 
their premiums increased by multiples, making it difficult 
to retain the levels of coverage previously purchased. 

CYBER

Alongside D&O the other market most impacted by 
rising rates is cyber, where increases are reaching 30% 
and more for renewals. 

The picture here is different to that of D&O, with price 
rises being driven by increasing demand rather than 
prior pricing or claims. Ultimately, there is a global 
shortage of capacity, and this can certainly be seen in 
local Latin American markets. The lack of cutting-edge 
technology at some of these regional corporations 
makes them easy targets for attacks and subsequently 
renders them unattractive to underwriters. 

The absence of capacity for cyber in Miami also means 
that London must service almost all of Latin America’s 
growing international cyber needs, and this is driving 
renewal-only decisions among some underwriters. First 
time buyers from Latin America must brace themselves 
for a lack of options, and potentially some limiting 
conditions on policies. 

Ransomware is, anecdotally, reported to have 
the highest spike in claims at present, and this is 
contributing to rising premiums and restrictions on 
covers. Ransomware policies are now commonly sub-
limited or co-insured.

“With increases in attacks, 
especially from ransomware, 
the need for cyber cover is 
increasing. Given the soft 
market of the past few years, 
wordings are quite broad and 
are generally fit for purpose.”

Graham Preston 
Underwriter, Liberty Mutual
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Miami has become a specialist hub for the insurance industry 
due to its geographical proximity, acting as a gateway to and 
from Latin America. As a result, many insurance companies and 
syndicates have set up offices here to assist with their expansion 
into the market. 

4. MIAMI: THE
GATEWAY CITY
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A multi-directional relationship exists between Miami, 
Latin America and London, giving brokers the option 
to look at local insurance solutions rather than relying 
solely on the London market. Workable time zone 
differences, reduced language barriers, and a greater 
degree of flexibility have all been noted as advantages 
when looking to Miami for assistance over approaching 
London directly. 

Brokers in Miami and Latin America still seek the 
expertise found in London for larger or more complex 
risks. For brokers in London the specialist knowledge 
from both Miami and locally in Latin America is vital 
when underwriting risks in the region. A dynamic 
relationship between all three hubs exists. Our survey 
respondents overwhelmingly proved this to be the 
case, with almost all agreeing that they worked with a 
mixture of Miami, local and London brokers on a case-
by-case basis.

Miami’s importance will grow with expansion in Latin 
America since it undoubtedly improves the efficiency of 
transactions when underwriting risk from the region. 

In 2020 Lloyds of London announced the opening of 
a Miami office to specifically serve the Latin American 
and Caribbean insurance markets, appointing a market 
development executive to drive growth. The move 
marks a conscious effort to work more closely with the 
LatAm region and utilize Miami for an advantageous 
“meet-in-the-middle” approach. 
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5. LOOKING FORWARD
THROUGH 2021

The long-term outlook for international 
reinsurers is better than it has been for 
some time in the LatAm region, even 
though it may take the rest of 2021 for 
local corporate buyers to recover from 
the impacts of the pandemic.

Financial lines premiums have been increasing between 
5 and 10% annually over the last two years, and this is 
expected to continue. In some of the “hottest” areas 
these increases may come in at something closer to 
25-50%, bringing increased interest to London from
Latin American and Miami-based brokers seeking better

solutions for hard-pressed corporate clients.

The aligned cyber market looks likely to grow 
exponentially if London insurers can deliver capacity. 
The number of requests is high; with limited capacity 
in Miami, many come to London, where they currently 
may also find it a challenge to get support for their risk.

From the perspective of Latin American customers, 
interactions with London have sometimes been 
culturally and financially challenging over the last 
eighteen months.

Amidst the widespread unrest and high levels of 
corruption plaguing almost every Latin American 
country, new local players have stepped up to the plate 
to offer additional capacity where the London Market’s 
support and appetite have decreased. However, London 
remains a stronghold that could significantly bolster the 
regional market should it make a conscious effort to 
lend its financial positioning and expertise. 

We hope and predict that 2021 will be the year where 
London buckles down to bind larger volumes of Latin 
American business, delivering improved service and 
much-needed capacity to brokers from the region.

“In recent years the local 
markets have been very 
competitive which has made 
it hard for London insurers to 
gain much traction. We are now 
seeing more interest from Latin 
America, but still not binding in 
a high volume.”

Graham Preston 
Underwriter, Liberty Mutual 

“Cyber is the need that is 
growing. Premiums will 
continue rising, Financial Lines 
will grow but not a lot of space 
for new products.”

Luis Miguel Galvis 
Deputy Head of Financial Lines, 
Cyber and Surety, Bogota-Colombia.



OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
REGIONAL REINSURERS 
AND BROKERS

In recognition of the Latin American market’s growing 
need for London market capacity and support on large-
scale risks, New Dawn Risk has launched its first dedicated 
Latin American division. Our team is specifically committed 
to providing Latin American countries with access to the 
London market.

New Dawn Risk itself is an independent Lloyd’s insurance broker, and we 
offer solutions for all lines of liability insurance and related specialty classes of 
business. With an extensive network of underwriters at leading re/insurers around 
the world and strong working relationships in over 50 countries, we can select 
the location most likely to produce the best results for each client. 

From our London base we have access to Lloyd’s syndicates, other London 
Market insurers, and reinsurers globally. We also maintain close relationships with 
European and Bermudian carriers offering direct and reinsurance capacity, and 
frequently work with Asian and Middle Eastern reinsurers on a comprehensive 
range of products and solutions.

If you would like to find out more about the assistance New Dawn Risk can offer 
to Latin American insurers and brokers, please feel free to contact us directly. 

Manuel Sicard 
Senior Broker and Head of Latin American risks

manuel.sicard@newdawnrisk.com

Direct:  +44 (0) 20 3668 2812

Mobile: +44 (0) 7747 243 055
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